
Supporting Research in HEIs
The experience of Sapienza University



“Research is an intensely personal activity, strongly dependent on the ideas and imagination

of individuals or groups of individuals. (…). Moreover, research, by its very nature is

unpredictable, moving in unforeseen directions with unexpected consequences; (…). Yet, in

the fast-changing competitive world of today’s higher education, there are constraints that

require the application of some sort of management framework. Funding and quality issues

require priorities to be agreed; adequate resources are needed to be expended in the

optimum way; and there are legal and ethical controls to be applied. Research may also imply

risk; for the modern university, risk-taking is an essential part of institutional vitality, but risk

must be understood and managed.” 

(Taylor, 2006).

Reference: Taylor, J. (2006), “Managing the Unmanageable: The management of research in researchintensive universities”, Higher 

Education Management and Policy, vol. 18(2), pp. 1-25. 
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Research support

Primary activity Related activity

Identification of funding opportunities • Advising potential applicants

Identification of collaborative opportunities • Advising researchers

Supporting research proposals

• Mentoring, quality improvement

• Budget advice

• Compliance checking

• Identifying and liaising with partner organisations providing seed 

funding to facilitate project development. 

Liaison with granting agencies

• Advising on practicality and implementation of rules

• Responding to agency queries about active grants

• Communication on grant outcomes

Promoting regulatory accountability
• Development and implementation of policies and procedures to 

assist researchers to meet regulatory requirements

Supporting regulatory compliance
• Advising and assisting researchers with ethics approvals, safety 

requirements, compliance reports

Record keeping

• Maintaining institutional databases of grants, publications, 

regulatory and ethics approvals, research outcomes, other 

recording requirements

Milestone reporting (as required) • Ensuring contract requirements are met and reported

Supporting inter-institutional and international agreements for 

collaborative research and co-use of infrastructure

• Developing, overseeing and recording documentation of 

agreements and their implementation and management

Supporting research communication strategies
• Advising media and communications specialists on outcomes and 

achievements

OECD, “Effectiveness of research and innovation man agement at policy and 
institutional levels”
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Research translation/commercialisation

Primary activity Related activity

Ensuring researchers are aware of opportunities and responsibilities 

for protection of intellectual property (IP)

• Developing and providing information, policies and procedures

• engaging and promulgating general advice on legal frameworks, 

including international obligations

Identification and assessment of opportunities

• Recording research activities, surveying commercialisation

activities and opportunities, identifying potential funding streams 

and establishing strategies and time frames

Legal and commercial advice
• Co-ordinate advice on intellectual property and commercial 

linkages and opportunities

Negotiation of agreements

• Developing and providing information, policies and procedures

• engaging and promulgating general advice on legal frameworks, 

including international obligations

Establishment and implementation of options, binding agreements, 

spin-offs, licence arrangements

Keeping records and contracts
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Financial management

Primary activity Related activity

Costing and pricing research proposals and agreements, 

negotiating budgets. 

• Especially inter-institutional and international collaborative 

arrangements. 

Accounting for direct and indirect research costs. 

Negotiating and checking contract agreements and 

commitments. 

Financial administration of payments. 
• Arranging international payments, advancing funds. 

Record keeping and financial reporting. 

• Compliance requirements for grant acquittals, and data 

collection for institutional reports at operational and 

governance levels. 
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Asset management

Primary activity Related activity

Procurement and purchasing

Managing and maintaining equipment and facilities
• Developing and maintaining asset registers and maintenance 

schedules. 

Assessing equipment lifetimes and replacement schedules • Monitoring scheduled maintenance. 

Provision and maintenance of IT systems, access and data storage • Including access to off-site computing facilities. 

Provision and maintenance of information and knowledge sources
• In conjunction with knowledge managers and on-line information 

repositories /libraries. 
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Performance data recording and analysis

Primary activity Related activity

Establishment and maintenance of publication databases • Recording and verification of publications data

Establishment and maintenance of thesis databases • Recording and verification of thesis and awards data

Establishment and maintenance of research funding data and 

contracts
• Liaison with financial management for performance reporting

Analysis of performance data
• Reporting to executive on institutional, group and individual 

performance

Reference:
OECD, “Effectiveness of research and innovation management at policy and institutional levels”



Research management involves a vast array 
of responsibilities and functions

The implementation of structures and bodies
specifically designated to support research 

activities is essential to guarantee the quality
and efficency of university research efforts  
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Sapienza University of Rome - STRUCTURE
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Sapienza Budget - Composition
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Sapienza Budget – International Area

Objective 1.9
Foster international 
mobility of scholars

Allocation of funds for 
the Visiting 

Professorship Program 
€ 850.000,00 

(Sapienza internal 
funds)

Objective 2.5
Promote high-quality 
postgraduate studies

Allocation of funds for 
the PhD Mobility 

Program 
€ 400.000,00 

(Ministry of Education 
funds)
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Access to funding

Research  Support and 
Technology  Transfer Area

International Area

Activities

� Monitoring and dissemination of funding opportunities 

� Organisation of workshops and info-days 

� Support for the design, development and submission of project 

proposals

� Preliminary assessment and pre-screening of project proposals

� Support for project financial and administrative reporting

� Sapienza Research Funding Programme

Staff Skills: project drafting; project management; language skills; financial reporting; etc.
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Focus on: 

Sapienza Research Funding Programme

AIM
To support research initiatives and research activities of Sapienza 

researchers

PROCEDURE
� Budget earmarked for research projects/equipment/archeological 

excavations
� Launch of annual call
� Support to the selection procedure
� Support for the financial management of the grant
� Support for the financial reporting
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Internationalization

International Area

Activities

� Support in the application process to European programmes 

for researchers’ mobility

� Implementation of Visiting Professorship Program

� Implementation of PhD Mobility Program

� Management of incoming and outgoing mobility of 

researchers 

� Support service for international researchers/professors

Staff Skills: language skills; knowledge of legal procedures; project drafting/management, etc.
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Focus on: 

Visiting professorship program

AIM
To enhance scientific collaboration with researchers from foreign 

Universities and Research Centres 

PROCEDURE
� Budget earmarked for visiting professors
� Launch of annual call
� Support to the selection procedure
� Support for the financial management of the grant;
� Information and support to visiting professors before and during 

their visit on a range of issues, including visa procedures, 
practical arrangements and fulfilment of bureaucratic 
requirements
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Commercialization of Research

Research  Support and 
Technology  Trasnfer Area

Activities

� Planning of effective patents/IP protection strategies

� Monitoring and maintaining the University patent portfolio

� Fostering entrepreneurial culture

� Improving researchers’ ability to transform innovative ideas 

into commercial realities

� Support for technical and market assessments

� Brand valorization

Staff Skills: legal background; marketing skills; etc.
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Focus on: 

Filing a patent with Sapienza

AIM
To assist researchers in developing and transferring IP

PROCEDURE
� The researcher delivers an application form containing the abstract of the 

research
� Evaluation by the Sapienza Patent Commitee on the patentability
� If positive, filing of the patent with the support of patent consultants that acts 

by proxy of Sapienza
� In case of commercialization the researcher obtains 70% of the value, the 

remaining 30% goes to fund the research in Sapienza
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Evaluation of Research

Strategy and 
Communication Area

Activities
� Collection and analysis of statistics

� Technical support to the activities of specific bodies, such as the 

University Board of Evaluation 

� Support departments in fulfilling internal self-assessment 

procedures 

� Management of Sapienza repository instruments

� Mapping and updating Sapienza in-house expertise

� Support the dissemination of research results

Staff Skills: statistical analysis; data managing skills; etc.

Research  Support and 
Technology  Trasnfer Area
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Focus on: 

Sapienza self-assessment procedure

AIM

To monitor the performance of Sapienza research activities

PROCEDURE

� Support to the collection of data on reseach performance from 
departments (SUA-RD)

� Impact assessment report by the Quality Team

� Formulation of recommendations by the University Board of Evaluation

� Transmission of results to the national evaluation body (ANVUR)
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Thank you for your attention

Rosa Di Stefano

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COOPERATION OFFICE

rosa.distefano@uniroma1.it

www.uniroma1.it/internazionale


